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Across My Desk

T

he most rewarding aspect of working in the Spiritan magazine office is receiving
news from Spiritan sources all around the world on a daily basis. The longer I
occupy the position of co-editor of this magazine, the more I come to admire
the talents and dedication of our missionaries and their lay coworkers. Every day I get
new insights into a group still inspired by the vision of its founders, yet adapting all the
time to the changing conditions of the world in which they serve.
Word comes in from our team in Pakistan. Things are tense in Sindh and Rahim
Yar Khan, but ministry to the Christians there and to the Untouchables, who together
represent the poorest strata of society, continues.
Then word comes from Nairobi where conditions in Mukuru slum were dangerous
as inter-tribal violence flared after a disputed election in Kenya. Some Kikuyu women,
burned out of their shacks, gathered for safety on Church property. Maybe it was the
years of total unbiased service given by the Spiritan missionaries in this massive slum
to people of every tribe, to Christians and Muslims alike, that has protected these
innocent people.
Then there arrives a letter from our Superior General, John-Paul Hoch. He
recognizes that Spiritans no longer come from a single cultural milieu, with shared
theological outlook and philosophy of mission. Today the cultures of Spiritans are
varied; our ministries are more and more diverse. “How do we safeguard the unity of
the Congregation?” he asks. His answer, “By renewing our common vision, the vision
of the vocation to which we have been called.” The bonds between us must be
strengthened by a shared priority to attract and educate candidates for membership in
our group, to share finances, personnel and organizational skills with our younger and
newer mission-fields and to live our Rule of Life regardless of age or function. Diverse
as we are, we must always remain motivated and driven by the same vision.
Then a copy of Outlook, the magazine of the Irish Spiritans, arrived on my desk.
In it there is a heart-warming story by Ronan White CSSp from Mozambique. His
confrere Fr. Noel CSSp knocked down and killed a local boy in a tragic accident. The
parish community accompanied their priest, “o nosso padre”, and the family of the
boy in the customary ten-day Macua ritual used only on such tragic occasions. As
Ronan writes, “Indeed it is moments such as these that have led me to realize that in
the mission relationship, it is really the missionary who is evangelized by the people
and not the other way around.”
Fifty-three Spiritan seminarians who have completed their studies for the
priesthood in seminaries in Africa, Europe, U.S.A. and Haiti have received their first
appointment to mission teams. Friends and benefactors of the Spiritans in Canada
have contributed significantly to the costs of their education.
A beautiful bamboo wall-calendar arrived from our Spiritans in Taiwan/Vietnam
to celebrate the tenth anniversary of our foundation there.
News of the deaths of two legendary Spiritans arrived. The brief obituaries of
Fr. Lucien Deiss CSSp and Fr. Adrian Van Kaam CSSp in this issue of Spiritan do little
justice to their wonderful careers.
Growth, death, new life, all mark the Spiritans at the beginning of their third
century of existence. It is exciting to be able to be part of this ever-changing movement
of evangelization and to help chronicle some aspects of it.
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As I See It

Mission to
S
Youth
Today

ome time ago, I was chatting with
Fr. Tony, a Dutch missionary who
had been in Brazil for over forty
years, about the challenges facing
the Church today. He described growing
up as a young boy in Holland and frequenting his local church, which was always full to overflowing. He then recalled
returning home on holidays and perceiving
the gradual decrease in numbers in his
parish church.
The first to leave were the young people.
These were followed by the young married
couples, then by their children. Today
when Fr. Tony returns to his parish community, he finds a congregation of mainly
older people.
This is a familiar story in many First
World countries. For some countries the
change came earlier. Others are only being
‘hit’ now.
Young people are the first segment of
society to challenge the church. Their
exodus is an earthquake shaking the institution to its deepest foundations. Many
fear that we may be on the brink of losing a
generation. It is not that young people attack the church. People who criticize and
fight with the church are still interested.
Something worse is happening. Young
people are leaving the institution and are
Spiritan / February 2008

indifferent to its message. And this indifference is a symptom of deeper causes that
need to be urgently addressed.
Young people today constitute the most
difficult mission territory facing the
church. Effective mission to them involves
a two-stage strategy: first, understanding
and interpreting what is going on around
us; and second, identifying what we can do
about the situation.

Understanding and interpreting
what is going on
Many practicing parents are deeply hurt
and saddened today. They feel guilty. They
reproach themselves: “Why haven’t I been
able to pass on the faith to my children as
previous generations passed it on to me?”
What has changed? A new phenomenon
has taken place on a world level: the change
from an agrarian and rural economy to an
industrial and urban one. In the traditional
culture of the past there was a handful of
preconditions that favoured faith and made

George Boran CSSp

possible a different type of faith. That culture has changed. It was easy to believe because everyone believed. It was a matter of
following the tide. Now there is a different
culture, a culture that pushes religion to the
margin. The tide has changed. To believe
now one must swim against the tide.
Mission to young people does not operate in a vacuum, but in the context of the
surrounding culture. The minds and values
of young people today are increasingly
shaped by modern and postmodern cultures and these new cultures no longer
need a process of industrialization to
spread their message. Today this is done
through the modern electronic means of
3

A golden
opportunity
George Boran rightfully insists that the
Good News is never proclaimed in a
vacuum. We may yearn for the “good old
days” when everything was predictable,
stable and certain. Yet the spiritual
journey is all about life and growth. The
exodus of young people from our
churches may represent not only the
most difficult challenge to our faith, but
also the greatest opportunity for us to
grow as co-creators with God.
While religion, especially those
aspects that hold onto patriarchical
authoritarian stances, may be cast to the
margins of our culture, a fresh openness
to the sacred dimension of life, and a
yearning and appreciation of our deep
connection with all the earth’s people
and the cosmos itself permeate our time.
I can’t help but feel the presence of the
Spirit here. We may have grown up with
a map of the world that clearly demarked
borders between people and placed ourselves at the centre of the Universe. The
youth of today, however, are captivated
by the picture of the fragile beauty of our
earthly home from space. It is an earth
without borders that divide “us from
them,” “men from women,” “people
from the rest of creation”. A new global
consciousness is stirring into life.
When asked whether the unchurched
students he teaches are unbelievers,
Frank O’Neill replied (Spiritan, February
2007) that the term “unbeliever” does not
apply to these teenagers. Many who say
that they don’t believe or don’t know are
in the process of letting go of a childhood
image of God that is too small to sustain
them, and they haven’t yet acquired
another image.
I believe the whole church at this moment is experiencing the same growth
pains. Could it be that in our post modern world a bigger God is breaking out of
the limiting strait-jacket we have imposed
in our craving for certainty and ownership? The exodus of young people is not
the worst thing that could happen to us
but a golden opportunity to grow together and give birth to a bigger God of
the Universe. They are calling us into a
new future and their struggles hold the
key to the unfolding of God’s dream for
creation. They not only represent “the
most difficult missionary territory”, they
belong in the very centre of our churches.
The very best of our resources and inherited wisdom need be unleashed to assist
the working of the Spirit among them.
Kathy Murtha, Co-ordinator,
Scarborough Missions Retreat Centre

a pre-modern outlook, they themselves are
attracted to and fascinated by the flashing
lights of contemporary cultures. A pastoral
approach that proposes to freeze young
people in a pre-modern cultural setting will
not work.
Today in many places there is a return
to a clerical, paternalistic, authoritarian
model of Church that is progressively
sidelining a community/ministerial model.
This trend constitutes one of the important
obstacles to evangelizing young people who
have inbuilt antibodies against any pastoral
approach that fails to integrate the values of
modernity.

Modern Culture
communication in both developed and developing countries. An understanding of
these cultures is the key to understanding
young people and helping them on the
road to Christian commitment.

A different type of faith
This cultural change requires a different
type of faith. It calls for a transition from a
cultural Christianity to a Christianity of
personal faith. Faith can no longer be reduced to Sunday Mass, to a list of dogmas,
to a moral code or to solving social problems. It must be something richer and
more challenging. Faith is especially an encounter with a person, the person of Jesus
Christ. And the acceptance of Jesus means
the acceptance of his teaching, of his lifestyle, his world vision and his formula for
human happiness.
To understand the power of culture to
shape mentalities, values and behaviour
patterns, let us look briefly at rural, modern and postmodern cultures.

Rural Culture
In a rural, pre-modern culture religion
is at the centre and gives meaning to everything. A hierarchical structure is emphasized; there is consensus among civil and
church leaders on a common set of values;
questioning is not encouraged; obedience
is an important value; the sacred powers of
the priest are emphasized.
Most of our vocations have come from
a rural or pre-modern culture. Much of the
leadership in the church is still working out
of a rural, pre-modern worldview.
Although many young people in developing countries are born into families with

A modern culture pushes religion from
the centre and replaces it with economics,
reason and science. Important values are
democracy, dialogue, the pursuit of happiness, transparency, individual rights, secularization, freedom, sexuality, the equality
of women.
The thinkers who helped give birth to
this new world of modernity were against
religion and condemned by the church.

To believe now
one must swim
In this new context the awareness of
human autonomy and secularization are
important values. The dictatorship of
theology over science is no longer acceptable. A church that demands submission
and attempts to regulate people’s lives in
their minimum details meets with very
little receptivity. An institution that fails to
integrate women on an equal plane with
men also encounters increasing resistance.
Young people reject a church that is seen to
be on the side of oppression and ignorance.
The Second Vatican Council’s Church in
the Modern World had the merit of proposing the end of a triumphant, authoritarian
and clerical model of church. It proposed a
church that welcomes everything which is
truly human in the surrounding culture.

Postmodern Culture
Alongside modern culture, still very
much present in our schools and universities, a postmodern culture exercises great
influence on the mindset, values and
February 2008 / Spiritan

behaviour patterns of young people today.
Is postmodern culture a rupture of
modern culture or simply an evolution of
it? The debate continues. Whereas modern
culture replaced the culture of the middle
ages, we cannot say that postmodern culture is replacing modernity. Important
values of modernity such as freedom, pluralism, equality of women, dialogue and
sexuality are also present in postmodernist
thinking. There is, in fact, no unified
theory of postmodern culture.
A number of the characteristics of postmodern culture exercise a strong influence
on the mindset, the behaviour and values of
youth today. Among its main tenets are the
following: a return to the sacred, the priority of the subjective, the difficulty of interior
silence, the importance of relationships,
the centrality of emotions, a crisis of values,
difficulties with permanent commitment.
As this culture exercises an especially
strong influence on youth today, its main
tenets will be examined in a succeeding
article. ■
Joe Egan & Brendan McConvery eds., Faithful
Witness: Glimpses of the Kingdom, Dublin:
Milltown Institute of Theology and
Philosophy, 2005.

Teens have not chosen their milieu
Fr. Boran’s analysis of the current post modern culture, his description of the
needs and values of young people today correspond to my own experience with
teens and also with my five children who are now adults, ranging in age from 36 to
27. He has avoided the “blame syndrome” which so often marks discussions about
youth and the church. He notes the realities that exacerbate that divide.
Teens have not chosen their milieu. They don’t design the programs and
advertising that try to define them. They don’t want to have parents who work so
hard they are not available to them. Most don’t want to be selfish and selfabsorbed.
The priority of the subjective, the importance of relationship and the centrality
of emotions are at work in the lives of teens. A sense of the sacred, crises of
values, and struggles with the issue of commitment I see in my children as pursuits
of the mid-20s to 30s.

Many are idealistic
Youth today are for the most part decent, caring people. Many are idealistic.
The rare few may find hope and faith in a personal relationship with Christ. Most
are more concerned by the suffering of the small child in the third world, and by
the gross discrepancies in the distribution of the world’s resources. They are still
passionate about justice. They can find the face of Christ in so many situations.
Their thirst for justice and compassion is the route we must follow to guide
them to whatever Church is to become. We need to ask where the Spirit is
leading us through our teens.
Jean Vanier tells us that the most important human need is belonging. For my
generation that belonging included the Church. Today’s teens belong to each
other. But they still need that community of caring others who will guide them
and challenge them. We can’t be that until we know who they are.
Mary Lou Halferty
Chaplain, Pope John Paul II Secondary School, Scarborough

against the tide.
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Callescuela —

A school in a street
Pierre Jubinville CSSp

PA R A G U AY
fter being ordained in Canada in
1988, I received my appointment
to the Spiritan international team
working in Paraguay. I joined fifteen other
missionaries and began my work in the
‘campo’, the countryside, about 200 km
north of the capital Asunción. During my
four years there, I visited the communities
of native indigenous people, building relationships, learning the Guarani languages
as well as the life and culture of these subsistence farmers.

A

So much to learn
I had to learn about the events that governed their lives, while trying to forget the
concerns, priorities and outlook which I
had as a typical Canadian. I had to learn
about climate, the seasons for preparing
the land, for sowing, for weeding, for fighting insects, for reaping, for selling produce.
I had to understand the market factors
which kept prices low and the people poor.
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And I had to understand how these peasants could be so happy and religious in
such difficult circumstances. I began to appreciate the security and support which an
extended family can provide and how each
village was a social entity serving its individual members.

produce, local and international, was
brought for distribution to local retailers.
Here was a mix of urban and rural, legal
and illegal, rich and poor, virtue and crime,
Guarani and Spanish. I decided that this
would be my new mission.

Callescuela
Another assignment
And then in the year 2000, I was given
a totally different assignment in a totally
different environment. I was put in charge
of the formation program for young
Paraguayan men interested in training to
become Spiritan missionaries. The student
residence was in the heart of bustling metropolitan Asunción, quite near the central
market. What a difference from the quiet
rural province I was accustomed to!
Night and day big trucks from the interior passed along our street. I often met old
friends from the up-country accompanying their produce to the market. The market was a teeming city of its own. This
Mercado Central de Abasto was where all

Close to our Spiritan residence I found
a unique foundation. Callescuela was a
street school, as its name implied, where a
Sacred Heart sister and a group of volunteers used the street as a school to serve the
local street-kids. Our seminarians began to
serve as volunteers and we opened our
backyard for football and our house for
programs for the street boys and girls.
The program grew and grew and soon
our community and its facilities were fully
integrated into the Callescuela. Volunteer
cooks and food servers took over our
kitchen, boys were playing organized football on the street and in our yard, and girls
were dancing in our living room. Arts and
crafts were being taught in every room in

the house. Soon street celebrations were organized. What joyful occasions they were,
especially the annual fiesta for San Juan!

Meeting the needs of street kids
The volunteer group was now a real
community and we began to meet for two
hours each week to pray and reflect and
plan. By 2003 the Callescuela had expanded in size and diversity. Our bathroom was
expanded to provide shower facilities for
the children, space was found to provide
hair cutting and styling. Embroidery, drawing, painting, model building were taught
in available nooks and crannies on the
street. Space was made for volleyball and
basketball.
We at Callescuela were becoming more
and more important in the lives of the
preadolescents and teenagers we served.
We got to know them as individuals and
what it was like to be a street-kid.
Many of the volunteers, realizing the
terrible conditions in which these young
people lived, wished to bring in doctors, social workers, government educational and
career services into our program. But rather
than bring in professionals and specialists,
the volunteer group, now called ‘Gotas de
Amor,’ decided to continue to provide
food, community, recreation and fun. We
realized that we were not social workers or
special educators. We were volunteers with
a few hours to spare each week.
The best we could do was build a significant relationship of trust with each boy
and girl. They came to us not to see a doctor for their illness, not to earn academic
credits to enter university. They came to
play, to have fun, to be safe, to celebrate. I
stress with our volunteers that the street
kids we serve are children; they are persons
and not problems to be solved.
Gathering cardboard
to sell it back.

Kids of the market, selling close to the entry where cars pass.

Poverty exploits them
Their world is the market where they
can do odd jobs for the merchants selling
fruit, vegetables, bingo cards, lottery tickets. They collect the discarded, over-ripe
and spoiled products using it for food and
selling some to people poorer than themselves. They gather waste plastic, cardboard, metal and other junk for sale. Many
are vital to the family economy especially if
their mother is single, as most are, and has
younger children to support, as most do.
Paraguay has adopted the international
accords that condemn child labour. But this
is not the problem of our street children. It
is poverty which exploits them. Poverty denies them an opportunity to lead a normal
life of school and leisure. It limits greatly
their opportunity to grow, to develop their
talents, to enjoy the love of caring parents.

Into the market area
In 2006 a significant change
began to happen on the street
and in the Callescuela facilities.
Now that between seventy and
eighty youngsters were availing
of the programs, older drugaddicted youths began to appear
and take over. The atmosphere on
the street had changed.
Spiritan / February 2008

So we decided to move Callescuela into
the market area. The municipalty provided
a building and grounds. We moved our
whole operation to the new facility and
discovered that the market was ‘home’ to
nearly two hundred children.
Our community had grown instantaneously. Our volunteer group grew proportionately. Now about one hundred and
fifty meals are being served. Now we meet
the mothers of our children. They are all
extremely poor. Space however is very
limited as are funds.
Facilities are very primitive. But some
classes in basic education have been started. Our young Spiritans are vital to this initiative. Their initiation program is built
around their service in Callescula.
We, the Gotas de Amor, have hopes and
dreams. We see our kids play volleyball
with a ball made from onion-nets rolled up
and covered with a plastic shopping bag.
But we are certain our ministry is valid,
that we are educators in the Spiritan educational tradition. We feel in total harmony
with the world-wide chain of Spiritan
schools ranging from bush-schools in
Africa to Duquesne University in the
U.S.A. And we are proud to be part of such
a glorious heritage. ■
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Fr. Michael Troy
at

90

Unforgettable priest
recalls those who
made him the man

Lasha Morningstar

F

ather Michael Troy’s accomplishments run to pages —
opening schools, founding editor of Spiritan Missionary News, consummate athlete/coach, excelling in
track and field and rugby, seminary director, doctorate
in philosophy.
Casting an eye back over his 90 years of living, the still-active
priest honours some of the many folk who played key roles in
his life.
Michael Joseph Troy was born in Dublin’s Rotunda Hospital,
October 1, 1917 — the first of six children. His father, Bob, worked
on people’s farms while his mother, Tess, minded the children and
home in Artane. As a child, his father had won scholarships when
he reached Grade 6, but his mother said, “What was good enough
for his father is good enough for him and he will be milking cows
in the morning.”
“But my father believed in education,” remembers Troy. He put
young Michael in the local two-room school when the lad was a
mere four and a half. After trekking the two and a half miles to
school the first day, Michel stopped at Granny’s house the second
day, crying and telling her he didn’t want to go. His father kicked
8

up a fuss, but Granny stood firm, “He’ll be long enough at school.”
“And so I played hooky for a year,” says Troy.

Grandpa and Granny
Granny believed in home schooling — learning how to garden
and farm. Her griddlecakes won prizes. This teaching of the practicalities of life at Granny’s knee is repeated today in Troy’s opinion
of education. “I believe education is not just about school. You
have to learn the skills to be able to earn a living. I’ve always
believed in practical education. That’s one of the troubles in our
education — we train everyone to be executives and nobody to do
the work.”
One day when he was 10, Michael was on his way to his aunt’s
who was taking him to the pantomime when he stopped by his
grandparents. He was shocked to find them both sick in bed.
Granny asked him to let the chickens out and he fed the hens with
grain scooped up in the helmet Uncle Willy wore in the First World
War. Granny shooed him on to the pantomime.
“But when I got back that evening, my daddy was there
absolutely shattered. I did not know that men could cry.”
February 2008 / Spiritan
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he is today

Granny died the next day and when
they returned from her funeral, Grandpa
was dead. The cause? Pneumonia — a
killer before antibiotics. His aunt chastised
young Michael, “Why didn’t you shed a
tear?” His faith already solid, the young lad
replied, “Why would I? They’ve gone to
heaven where everything is good.”

Photo courtesy of Edmonton Journal

Grade School
By the time he reached Grade 4 their
teacher, Mr. McCabe, demanded the best
from the boys. “He used the strap on fellows like me,” says Troy with a still rueful
chuckle. “We were smart boys, but careless,
not paying attention.”
McCabe harnessed their energy and
formed a choir. “And he put us in for examinations — all sorts of examinations.”
Says Troy: “He was the right teacher at the
right time.” That’s how young Michael at
age 12 finished Grade 6 and won a scholarship for secondary education.
The local priest, Fr. James Carroll,
sat down and fired off letters to three sec-

Favourite rugby position?
“Wing forward.
I could move around all the time.”
ondary schools. One queried back, “Does
he have any feeling for vocation at all?”
“Not a one,” replied Carroll.
But Rockwell College in Tipperary sent
a syllabus. Carroll helped Michael pack his
things in the same trunk Carroll took to
the United States when he was collecting
money to build schools and churches back
home. “He even put my name on it,” says
Troy. “He was a key man in my life.”

Boarding school was hard
“Imagine a small boy like that being
shipped into this big school with all these
rich kids.”
But harking back to the discipline

instilled by McCabe, Michael took to all
sorts of sports — mountain climbing, track
and field, long distance running.
“Did you win?”
“Of course I did,” says Troy with a howl
of laughter. “But I lost some too. You never
come out of a game that you didn’t do
your best.”
Boarding school rules were rigid in
those days, says Troy. Students spent two
hours before dinner studying, followed by
another hour and a half before bed.
Any twinges of vocation?
“Well I would say my prayers and I had
all that time on my own,” remembers
Troy. “Then the Holy Ghost guys came.”
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Former NHL star Brad Park will always be grateful to a Spiritan
priest from Edmonton for guiding and inspiring him at a crucial
stage in his life. Park was 16 when he first met Father Troy as
principal at Neil McNeil.
“Even though I was not Catholic, he went out of his way to make
me feel comfortable,” said Park
“Not only did he discipline me when needed, but he showed me
a softer, firmer way of dealing with people and my problems.”
Thanks to Father Troy, Park said he became a better person and
gained a broader understanding of the world around him. “He also

High School in Toronto. It was at a time
when the diocese had to fund the building
and a lot of sacrifices were made by a lot of
people. “The parents did a lot of work.”
Troy’s father Bob journeyed out to visit
his son and as he walked through the
building he pointed out what still needed
doing and bits of falling plaster.
The sports factor came into play and
Troy helped the school acquire a hockey
franchise. Twenty-four of those Neil
McNeil boys made the NHL.
What does sports teach students?
“It gives them the spirit of competition,” says the former athlete and coach.
“They learn respect for other people, to
admit you make mistakes.”

kicked my butt when I tried to play soccer with him and the other
Edmonton 1965-2008

Holy Ghost Fathers,” Park quipped.

Bishop Joseph Shanahan visited Rockwell and talked to the students about missions and the work the Holy Ghost Fathers
were doing in Africa. “So I decided I would
give it a go,” says Troy. “But then I had to
go home and tell my mother and father.”
It was the Easter break of his second or
third year and after coming through the
door at 1 a.m. following a three-mile walk
from the bus, Michael told his father,
“I’m thinking of joining the Holy Ghost
Fathers.”
Bob gave a weary retort, “I have to get
up and milk cows in the morning and you
don’t know what the hell you are doing.”
Tess worried, “If you want to become a
priest, then join the diocese and we will
always have you around.”
But by the week’s end both signed the
permission papers, telling Michael, “We
hope you know what you’re doing.”

Higher studies and teaching
All his discipline and study won
Michael another scholarship — this one
to university. After a novitiate year in Tipperary, he enrolled in University College
Dublin where he specialized in philosophy
and classical languages. BA and MA in
hand, he spent two years teaching in St.
Mary’s College, Rathmines, where he
played rugby in the national league.
Favourite position? “Wing forward. I could
move around all the time.”
To teach philosophy Michael needed his
doctorate. So he sat down and wrote his
thesis entitled The Concept of God. His
10

fingers drum the table as he tells of typing
out his missive.
The examining professors from Oxford
rebuffed his work, saying, “You can’t be
knocking down all these German professors and Aristotle and other authorities.”
His memory slips back to that moment
and Troy mutters, “If I had written down
everything my professors said, I would
have gotten it in the first round. But you
could stuff that up your jersey as far as I am
concerned.”
After one year of theology at Kimmage
Manor and World War II still sputtering,
Michael was sent to Fribourg, Switzerland,
to study for his bachelor of theology.
Skiing, mountain climbing, learning
French so he could deliver his homilies,
witnessing the practicalities of the country’s technical schools — Michael took it
all in. He was ordained a Spiritan missionary priest in Switzerland on July 20, 1947.
Time to put all that study and experience into practice and Troy joined the staff
at Kimmage Manor teaching philosophy
and theology and as Director of the House
of Philosophy from 1948 to 1956.
But remember that refused doctoral
thesis? Seven years wiser, “I was able to put
it down much better and we used the
printer and original Greek characters.”

Toronto 1958-1965
The telegram saying he had received his
doctorate tracked him down to his new
posting to Canada where he had been
assigned in 1958 to establish Neil McNeil

By 1965 Troy moved west to help
Archbishop MacDonald High School in
Edmonton. After six years, he went to
St. Joseph. He is still there as chaplain.
“It’s a changing world,” say Troy. “I
found that after Vatican II, people didn’t
want priests giving orders on anything,
especially being teachers. So a lot of priests
and nuns — they quit. They were used to
being the big authority, the big shot guy.
But I could take orders just as well as anyone else. I’ve been taking them all my life.”
As well as his work at St Joseph and serving as resident priest at Holy Spirit parish,
“I do lots of Masses, I pull my weight.”
This man’s tapestry of contribution to
this city includes a multitude of threads
from bouncing soccer balls into almost
every venue possible, authoring books
including Riches to Rags: Claude Francis
Poullart Des Places (the Spiritan founder)
and From Tiny Acorn to Mighty Oak: the
Spiritans 1703-2006, chaplain to a variety of
organizations and a mighty activist where
children, aboriginal people and missions
are involved.
An immensely charming chap whose
Irish blue eyes never leave yours, Troy is
asked about mistakes people make. The
answer flies out of his soul.
“Some people think religion is contrary
to reason and belief in God is stupidity. If
you use your brains, you can’t get away
with saying this whole bloody thing happened by chance. There may have been
evolution, but who the hell started it? It is
not a question of what it is, but that it is.” ■
Reprinted with permission from Western
Catholic Reporter.
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Food for
Thought
Fast from criticism, Feast on praise
Fast from self pity, Feast on joy
Fast from ill temper, Feast on peace
Fast from resentment, Feast on contentment
Fast from jealousy, Feast on love
Fast from pride, Feast on humility
Fast from selfishness, Feast on service
Fast from fear, Feast on trust
God is to be found in the
rub, in that point where
things don’t move freely but
rub against one another; the
point of friction, the point
where things don’t seem to
go together and don’t make
a great deal of sense. That’s
where God is.

The more we encounter people different from ourselves,
the more we will be surprised by the many faces of God.
Jesus was surprised by the faith he found in outsiders,
e.g. the Roman centurion, the Canaanite woman.
Anthony Gittins CSSp

Dirk Dunfee

Help young people to be “culture smart”.
Consumerism is not just about buying things.
It is a whole worldview, a way of perceiving
and dealing with reality. It defines the human
person in terms of material things owned and
consumed. Advertising plays on our fear of
not being loved and then promises that we
will be loved if we buy something.
James Di Giacomo

How much effort does it take to show a little civility? How
big a risk is it to say hello to a stranger? What’s stopping us
from treating the people around us — on the subway, in the
check-out line, at the coffee shop — like human beings?
Someone I’d never met brightened my day by offering me a
seat at Tim Horton’s. How hard is that?

Currently a furor has emerged
over obesity. In every Province the
mantra of healthy schools is trumpeted. Get rid of junk food. No
more sugar. More exercise. This is
all fine and needed. But what of
the obesity of the mind? What of
the laziness of the intellect? We
do little about that.
Calvin White, Globe and Mail

Carol Goar, Toronto Star
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ot many books these days can look
forward to being read twenty-five
years from now. The book Christianity Rediscovered written by Vincent
Donovan has been reprinted in a twentyfifth anniversary edition. What is this book
and why does it continue to be popular?
The book is a first person account of a
Roman Catholic missionary working
among the Maasai of Northern Tanzania in
the 1960s. Donovan applies the then popular notion of enculturation — the idea that
missionaries should listen as much as speak,
be aware of God already at work among
those they wish to evangelize, and translate
the Gospel into terms of the local culture.
The strategy of Donovan was to visit
Maasai villages and offer to teach them the
Christian faith if they were interested.
Then, after a year of instruction, he would
invite them to be baptized if they wished.
Most villages asked for baptism, though at
least one refused. After baptism, Donovan
felt it was time for him to move on: he had
given them the gospel, but it was then their
responsibility to work out what that would
mean in terms of the structure, worship,
and daily life of the new Christian communities. As a westerner, he could not do that
for them.

What happened next?
I have used Christianity Rediscovered in
several evangelism courses, because in
many ways Donovan offers a thoughtprovoking, respectful model for evangelism
in any culture, including our own. But
from time to time the question has occurred to me: What happened next? The
book ends with Donovan leaving Tanzania
and flying back to the U.S., where he tried
February 2008 / Spiritan

Footsteps of

ntDonovan
(with limited success) to apply the same
lessons to ministry in the West. But what
happened to those fledgling Maasai
churches? Did they survive? And, if so, in
what form did the Donovan vision of
authentically indigenous Maasai Christian
communities bear long-term fruit?
In the summer of 2006 I was able to
visit Catholic work in the part of Tanzania
where Donovan had been stationed. What
did I discover?
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Since Donovan left
I was able to meet three Catholic missionaries, U.S. Spiritans Ned Marchessault
and Joe Herzstein, who worked with Donovan since the time he began his work in
1966. A third, Pat Patten, came later in
1976. They have continued to implement
Donovan’s vision for more then thirty years
since he left in 1969. They still refer to him
as the visionary leader who inspired them
to spend their lives doing what they have
done. To my mind, while Donovan may be
the catalytic leader and the best-selling author, these are the real heroes of the story.

The ongoing story
The missionaries have continued their
work of what they call primary evangelization. One of the goals of the Spiritan
Order, to which they all belong, is to share
the Gospel with those who have never
heard it. So they have continued to visit
far-flung Maasai villages to teach the gospel
wherever there is interest. These days,
Maasai catechists and evangelists, who have
obvious advantages over white Americans,
do more of the work.
The Donovan dream of independent
Maasai churches, untouched by western
Spiritan / February 2008
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influence, except for the
bringing of the gospel, has not materialized
in the way he envisioned.

Please teach us how
it should be done
Fr. Ned explained it this way, saying in
effect: the people said to us, we are grateful
you have taught us about the true God, but
clearly it is important to worship him in the
right way. You have experience in doing
this, so please teach us how it should be
done. It is difficult for the Maasai Christians
to take the initiative and look for ways to
celebrate the gospel message in and through
their own culture. Rather, the Maasai want
to know how things should be done so that
they are pleasing to God and that he blesses
them with children and cows.
In their own ritual celebrations of every
kind, from the naming of a child all the
way to major age group rites of passage
ceremonies, it is important and even crucial for the success of the event that it be
14

done in every detail the way their forefathers did the rites and ceremonies. The
ways of the ancestors must be followed
most carefully so that the rites will have the
desired result.
Asking a Maasai to construct a service
made up of their signs and symbols to
bring out the inner meaning of a ceremony
is totally foreign and even repugnant to
them. They want to know how a thing
should be done so that it will work. The
result has been that the Maasai churches
practise traditional forms of Catholic worship, but informed by Maasai culture and
customs.

Adapting Maasai symbols
We were able to attend a Mass in a distant village with Ned, and it was fascinating
to share in it. He wore a simple black robe
because for the Maasai black is the colour
of the heaviest rain clouds, the colour of
blessing and the goodness of God. He also
wore a sheepskin stole embroidered with
lines of cowry shells with which the women
decorate their milk gourds, a sign of asking
God for his rich blessings.

Although the whole service was in
Maasai, we were able to follow the familiar
shape of the liturgy. When the sick and
troubled came forward to be blessed and
prayed over, Ned sprinkled them with
milk from a gourd decorated with cowry
shells. For the Maasai milk is a symbol of
life. The mouth of the gourd was stuffed
with green grass, a symbol of reconciliation and healing.

One model fits all?
Times are changing in Tanzania,
however, and the present Catholic
hierarchy is no longer interested in
this kind of enculturation. There is a
sense that enculturation is unacceptable and that people need to be
Catholic in the proper way, that is,
the way of Europe and North
America.
If this trend continues, what will
happen to the indigenous Maasai
Catholic churches when the present
generation of white missionaries retires
or dies? Ned and others believe that the
church will attempt to force these acculturated congregations to conform to the onemodel-fits-all way of the larger church and
that Maasai signs and symbols will die out.
There are few Maasai priests and few
clergy of other tribes willing to come and
serve in such remote places. Certainly there
are Maasai catechists who are passionate
evangelists to their own people; but to what
extent they can minister effectively without
the infrastructure of the wider church is a
real question.

Maasai faith and commitment
Was this then a short-lived experiment
in a form of mission based on a mistaken
methodology? Some would argue so. But
our experience of the Maasai Christians
and the service we attended spoke of a
depth of faith and commitment which, humanly speaking, would not exist were it not
for the sacrificial efforts of Vince Donovan
and the missionaries that followed him.
The missionaries have loved these
people, indeed laid down their lives for
these people, in the name of Christ and his
Gospel. And they are greatly loved in return. Maybe, in the eternal view of things,
that is what really matters. ■
John Bowen is an Anglican priest and professor
of Missiology at Wycliffe College, Toronto.
Article courtesy of Spiritan U.S. East newsletter.
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Lives

on a

Mission
Caroline O’Doherty

THE GAMBIA / PERU

W

hen Ed Grimes, CSSp received orders to
put away his theology texts and pack a bag
for the The Gambia, his first thoughts
were: Where is The Gambia and why is there a “the”
before its name?
The latter, he would be told, was to avoid confusion
with Zambia. That was one question answered, but it
didn’t clear up his own confusion about where on earth
he was going. He wasn’t sure where Zambia was either.

Never out of Ireland before
It was 1974 and the 34-year-old Cork-born Spiritan
priest who’d never been out of Ireland before was just
the latest in a long line of Irish missionaries dispatched
to countries they hadn’t heard of to do work for which
they were ill-prepared. Still, Ed consulted an atlas,
packed his bags and left for “the white man’s grave” of
West Africa with enthusiasm borne of 16 long years
waiting for the call to leave his teaching duties and
enter the real-life classroom of the missions. He’d
always wanted to be sent to South America but West
Africa would do just fine. He admits to having a naively romantic view of mission work and the excitement
he felt at finally getting his chance blurred much of the
practical considerations.
He arrived in The Gambia and was immediately
sent “up country” to rural Bwiam where he was given a
patch of 2,590 sq kms to administer, without a word of
the language to greet his parishioners who had been patiently waiting for eight months for a replacement for
his predecessor. “I had a mud hut with no electricity,
no running water and about three million spiders,” he
laughs. “Luckily, I’m not afraid of spiders.”

Photo by Billy Higgins,
The Irish Examiner
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support. “In my largest church in The
Gambia, the weekly collection came to the
equivalent of about a dollar,” says Ed, who
is now national director of the Pontifical
Mission Societies in Ireland. “That’s why
I appreciate the work I’m doing now.
I know the difference it makes on the
ground.”
But what exactly happens on the
ground in a Catholic mission? Anyone who
has visions of zealous crusaders in unsuitably heavy clothing, proselytizing every
man, woman, child and goat with every
breath may well be relieved — or disappointed. Mission work, it seems, is a far
more subtle and eminently more practical
affair.

Basic health care

Louise Ryan in Peru.

Let loose in Peru
Thirty years later in 2004, a welltravelled young physiotherapist from
Castleblaney, Co. Monaghan, set off for
Peru to join the Columban Sisters mission
in the capital, Lima. Louise Ryan, then
aged 27, had researched the Columban
order on the internet, packed appropriately
for her stay and spent three months learning the language before she was let loose on
the community at large. She spent two
years there on the Columbans’ formation
programme before returning last year to
officially enter the order as a novice and
begin her formal journey towards becoming a nun. Next year, she hopes, she will be
a fully-fledged missionary sister.
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“I was very grateful for the opportunity
to share in the sisters’ work in Peru. I came
away very inspired. Also in awe — I wondered if I could do what they were doing,
would I be good at it. But mostly inspired
because I saw what it really meant to be on
the missions.”

Support from back home
While much has changed in the way
missionaries prepare and are prepared for
a life abroad, some things have not. The
mix of desire to serve and appetite for adventure that has driven many a mission
vocation remains essential — as does
support from back home. Generations of
missionaries have depended upon this

In the shanty towns of Lima, the physiotherapy skills Louise had displayed in
three and a half years working in Portlaoise
General Hospital were put to good use,
helping people who had little or no basic
healthcare, never mind specialist medical
treatment. “I was working with a very wide
range of conditions — people with physical
disabilities, some of whom never got out of
their houses; children with cerebral palsy
and Down’s syndrome, people with
rheumatoid arthritis.
“There was a lot of home visitation
work because people don’t have clinics to
go to and they don’t go to hospital unless
they absolutely have to because they can’t
afford to.
“What really shocked me is that people
have to pay for their medication, even in an
emergency. They still need to go get bandages and pain relief and bring it to the
doctors. Often they don’t have the money
to get a full course of antibiotics so they
only buy what they can and then of course
the infection comes back.”

Importance of wells
Healthcare, or the lack of it, was also
one of the first problem that struck Ed
about his pastoral community, although he
tackled it in a different way. The son of a
professor of bacteriology who taught at
University College Cork, he knew something about disease prevention and quickly
began a well building programme. “There
was a lot of illness, especially among the
children, and I decided I better do something to ensure a clean water supply. I got
the support of Trócaire and we started digging wells and lining them with concrete so
February 2008 / Spiritan

that dirt and animal waste wouldn’t seep
into the water. We helped provide 324
wells and they’re still working today.”

Gambia in 1991, Muslims came to say
goodbye to me, to wish me well. That to
me was an achievement.”

The day’s grind

Being with the people

But it’s not all shovels and medical manuals. Obviously the mission of a Catholic
mission is to spread and strengthen the
Catholic faith and the day’s grind must
reflect that goal.
For Ed, as a priest, there was a fair
amount of structure to his religious work.
He said weekly Mass at four churches, each
almost 50 km from the other; was chaplain
to the mission schools and, in later years,
became the frequently travelling secretary
general to the Catholic bishops of Sierra
Leone, Liberia and The Gambia.
But while the success of a mission might
have been viewed in the past in terms of
the physical presence of the Church, the
reach of its administrative structures and
the number of its converts, Ed takes a
different view.

In the past, Irish missionary sisters were
brilliantly adept at replicating Irish convent
life in the most un-Irish of places, but over
time they came to realize that it was neither
a necessary nor particularly fruitful way of
fulfilling the missionary ideal.
Now it’s rare enough to find a nun
wearing her habit abroad and in strictly
controlled countries like China and Burma
where the Columbans also work, the delicacy of relations with state authorities
means the sisters do not outwardly advertise their religion.
“Missions have changed because of
Vatican II [the set of reforms initiated by

Building bridges between the faiths
While the number of Gambian priests
rose from zero to nine during his time
there, he says: “The Gambia was, still is,
95% Muslim. Our schools were 98% or
99% Muslim — we certainly didn’t go
looking for baptism certs before we let the
children in. Did I convert a single Muslim?
Probably not. But did I build bridges
between the faiths? I believe I did.
“When I think back on how I was at the
start — being the white man coming in,
thinking he knew everything and ready to
teach these poor uneducated Africans
about God. You learn very quickly to forget
those notions.”
“I had a brilliant catechist who interpreted for me. He would say: Father, would
it be better if you did this? He was saying:
Father, you haven’t a clue. He’d say:
Father, this is a big word, why not use a
small word? In other words: Father, this is
rubbish.
“You don’t impose God on the Africans
— they are people who have a great sense of
God already. You don’t impose your beliefs
on the Muslims. You talk and you listen.
“There is danger on both sides —
Christian fundamentalists and Muslim
fundamentalists — they are ones who do
the damage.
“We both believed in the one God. You
have to allow people to go to God in their
own ways. When I had to leave The
Spiritan / February 2008

of community — that’s expressing faith
whether you subscribe to a religion or not.”
Whatever about the faith of donors, the
faith of many missionaries has been tested
to the full. Louise was conscious during her
time in Lima that an Irish Columban, Sr.
Joan Sawyer, paid the ultimate price for her
vocation in 1983 when she was shot dead
during a siege at a prison where she was
visiting the wretched inmates.

Missionaries when they’ve
left the missions
Ed had personally “thought the angels
were coming” on numerous occasion. He
survived three spectacular crash landings in
fragile aircraft and 18 vigorous bouts of
malaria. To his continued disappointment,
he was forced to leave Gambia in 1991 after
contracting a mystery bug that lost him

“We don’t bring
God to the people —
God is there among them.”
Rome in the 1960’s to modernize the
Church]” Louise explains. “Some of the
sisters are involved in the more traditional
catechetic work — it’s still very important
— but being a missionary is more about
being with the people, bearing witness to
their struggles, sharing their sorrows and
their joys, working for justice and peace. It’s
more about you as an individual living the
fullest life you can and giving to God
through your work rather than just complying with stringent rules. We don’t bring God
to the people — God is there among them.”

Known beyond regular
churchgoers
It could be argued that in an increasingly secular society, the God factor may work
against missionaries who, to some degree
have to compete with the lay development
and aid organizations for financial support
from the public.
Louise, however, is optimistic that the
work of the missions is known beyond regular churchgoers. “Even if you’re not particularly religious, I think you can find
reason to support our work. You don’t
have to be at Mass to express your faith —
the quality of giving, of supporting a sense

half his body weight and laid him low for a
year. He was all set to return when a final
medical check found his immune system
was permanently damaged and he would
probably not survive another inevitable
bout of malaria, and though he remains in
missionary work in an administrative way
now, he has a permanent itch to return to
the field. “I’m lucky to have a job because
traditionally, missionaries went out, did
their work, came home and died. There
wasn’t much for them when they couldn’t
physically do the work any longer.”
Again, time has changed the way the
missionary orders care for and make use of
their retiring members. The Columbans
were to the fore in setting up the Migrant
Information Centre in Dublin, through
which retired sisters help immigrants facing a challenging new environment. “The
sisters coming back to retire are a great
resource,” said Louise. “They have huge experience, fantastic language skills and a
great drive to keep working. This enables
them to be missionaries even when technically they’ve left the missions.” ■
Reprinted with permission from The Irish
Examiner.
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Where
there is
Hope
Billy Cleary CSSp

ZIMBABWE

T

he yard tap is turned. Water flows.
A bucket fills. Another day in Zimbabwe. The touch glow alarm clock
reads 4:59. Dogs bark, cocks crow, insects
and birds in chorus welcome the dawn.
I’d better get up and claim my share of
the precious liquid now in short supply.
Water isn’t the only commodity in short
supply. There is little electricity and the
phone is on the blink. Meat and bread are
luxuries and soap a memory. Thank God
for the Silveira House cows and our daily
ration of milk!

Living at Silveira
Silveira House (named after the first
Jesuit missionary to make it this far inland,
a Portuguese, Goncalo da Silveira, martyred in 1561) is twenty kilometers east of
Harare. Founded in 1964 as an adult education and development centre it struggles
to conduct courses and run its nationwide
outreach programme.
This is where the Spiritan SCAF (South
and Central African Foundation) theology
community is located awaiting the development of our own buildings across the
road. The property has been fenced round
and the foundations are in place. Building
will commence in January and we hope to
move in at the beginning of the new academic year in August, 2008. While living at
Silveira shelters us from the more extreme
effects of an impossible economic situation,
we cannot be indifferent to the lot of the
18

majority of people about us for which each
day brings some new hardship and whose
hold on life becomes ever more tenuous.

How did it come to this?
Once the bread basket of the region,
Zimbabwe is now on its knees. The Zimbabwe Catholic Bishops’ Conference puts
it plainly, “A tiny minority of the people
have become very rich overnight, while the
majority are languishing in poverty, creating a huge gap between the rich and the
poor” Pastoral Letter, Holy Thursday, 2007.

Each person
is important and
“wasting time”
together is a value
The letter recognizes the anger of people
the bad governance and corruption that is
everywhere evident. The out of control inflation spiral devalues the Zimbabwean
dollar so much that the adding machines
cannot keep up. For some time after independence in 1980 it was close to being on a
par with the US dollar. Last year three zeros
were knocked off the currency and now we
are warned that another adjustment is due.
The official exchange rate is 1 to 30,000.
But you are more likely to look for something like 1 to 1,000,000 for your much
prized US dollar, if you had one. Add the

three zeros that were taken away and you are
into unmanageable numbers. Some businesses deal in “thou-dollars” for ease of calculation. The price of a house a few years ago
is what a banana now costs in Zim. Dollars!

School of theology
There are twelve SCAF theology students in the community (six Zambians,
three Malawians, two Zimbabweans and
one South African). Fr. Sylvester Kansimbi
and I accompany them in their formation
and teach at Holy Trinity College (HTC), a
school of theology owned by Franciscans,
Carmelites, Redemptorists and Spiritans. It
is also located at Silveira House. Now in its
fifth year HTC continues to grow with over
thirty students, an expanding library and
a sufficient quota of qualified staff. It is
expected that at the end of this year the
College will be affiliated to the Catholic
University of Eastern Africa (CUEA) in
Nairobi and be in a position to award a
bachelors degree in theology for those who
successfully complete the four year programme of studies.
It is a joy for me to be here. It is good to
be part of a new and growing area of the
Congregation. I am privileged to follow in
the footsteps of Irish confreres who bore
the heat of the day in Zambia, Malawi and
South Africa and are fondly remembered
as Elders by the students here.

Care and concern one for another
The one certain thing about life in Zimbabwe, is that nothing is certain. Electricity,
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water, food and other basics are not taken
for granted here. I did manage a shower this
morning! But there is another constant and
that is the human kindness encountered
each day. In the midst of hardship and
struggle goodness finds expression in care
and concern one for another. The morning
greeting in Shona “Mamuka sei?” (how
did you spend the night?) and the reply
“Tamuka kana mamukawo” (I spent it well
if you did) expresses well that care and concern for the other. Each person is important
and “wasting time” together is a value. Far
from being downcast and sad there is a joy
and cheer in everyday conversation. There
is the ability to make light of the many discomforts and uncertainties and laugh in the
face of adversity. The Shona are a patient,
long-suffering and hopeful people. Tomorrow will be better than today!

The SCAF Theology
Community at Silveira
House awaiting the
completion of our own
community house.

Digging a bore hole:
sourcing water is a daily
concern during the dry
seaons as the water table
drops year after year with
ever declining rainfall.

Where we have hope
How to explain this hope? Perhaps it is
because they have known better days and
expect their return. Perhaps it is the indomitable spirit strengthened by long endurance and patient expectation. Perhaps it
is the faith of a deeply religious people who
are confident that, as the Bishops concluded their pastoral letter “God is on your
side. He always hears the cry of the poor
and oppressed and saves them.”
Where We Have Hope is the title of a
book written by Andrew Meldrum, a foreign journalist deported from Zimbabwe in
2002. It tells the story of twenty-two happy
years spent in this country from the exciting and promising days of Independence to
the current situation of confusion and unease. Meldrum praises the ordinary people
who have suffered long and benefited little
from independence.
Surely the day must come when all will
be well again. There is need for hope in adversity and thank God, there are signs of
hope. Silveria House is such a sign. Its logo
is a large cedar tree providing shade for
many to gather and discuss and plan for a
better future. Its motto is “In the wilderness I will put cedar trees.” This text from
Isaiah continues “… so that they may see
and know, may all observe and understand
that the hand of the Lord has done this,
that the Holy One of Israel has created it”
(Isaiah 41:19-20). In the midst of the stunning passing beauty of acacia, jacaranda,
bougainvillea there are also the cedars of
God witnessing to the constancy of God
and inspiring hope in his people. ■
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Once the bread
basket of Southern
Africa, Zimbabwe
now survives in the
rural areas by selfhelp projects such as
this mill sponsored
by the Spiritans.

Hope for the future:
Zimbabwean boys
in training for
nation building.

Hope for the future:
Zimbabwean girls
in training for a
brighter tomorrow.
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A Ministry of
Tom Kessy CSSp

AUSTRALIA

A

s a Spiritan I am always conscious of my call to share in the
Church’s mission of evangelization. Jesus defined his role
by quoting Isaiah: “The Spirit of the Lord is upon me:
therefore he has anointed me. He has sent me to bring good news to
the poor.” I realize that this defines the vocation I have received.
As I minister to the aboriginal people in Port Hedland, and the
surrounding territories in Western Australia, this vocation forces
me to answer the challenging question, “Am I good news to them?
Is my presence felt? Am I a friend?” In the context of Aboriginal culture and history the meaning of “friendship” or “relationship” is
crucial to daily life. Aboriginal people are bound by relationships to
land, people, history, experience and all that exists. To build up
relationship or a ministry, friendship is a sine qua non.

Aboriginal history

“The land is my mother….
When the land is taken away
from us or destroyed,
we feel hurt because
we belong to the land
and we are part of it.”
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Much of the history of the Aboriginal people in this area is one of
suffering harsh treatment and brutality at the hands of the non-indigenous people. They were labeled savages, less than human. They
were shot, whipped, poisoned, arrested, chained, transported, tortured, jailed and executed. It is a history which is full of injustices.
Though discriminatory acts no longer apply, the terrible damage
done to generations of Aboriginal people still has an impact today.
This aspect of the history of the people of the Port Hedland region is
not always acknowledged, but it is vital to be aware of their history
of suffering. In his manifesto of freedom (Luke 4:18-19), through
the power of the Holy Spirit, Christ was able to identify the heart of
his community’s problems. He probably applied the theory of social
analysis that acknowledges there is “much I don’t know”. Indeed
this theory, and more importantly the Holy Spirit, has been a great
help in my ministry.

“The land is my mother”
During my first two years in the Port Hedland region I couldn’t
grasp why land is so important to Aboriginal people until, through
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Friendship
Port Hedland docks.

the use of social analysis and asking questions, I was able to see the significance of
this relationship. One of the elders told me,
“The land is my mother. Like a human
mother, the land gives us protection, enjoyment and provides for our needs — economic, social and religious. When the land is
taken away from us or destroyed, we feel hurt
because we belong to the land and we are
part of it.” Another elder said, “The land is
my backbone…. I only stand straight, happy,
proud and not ashamed about my colour because I still have land. I can paint, dance,
create and sing as my ancestors did before
me”. This finds resonance in the “integrity
of creation” which we speak about today.

Making contact
As a religious and Spiritan I feel privileged to work among Aboriginals. For my
first step in getting involved I make contact
with them either in the shopping centre or
visiting them in their families and communities. I do this through playing cards with
them, listening to their stories, fixing their
bush bikes, bringing Holy Bread (Holy
Eucharist) to the sick and elderly, ministering the sacraments, attending funerals,
sharing Christmas and Easter celebrations,
appreciating their efforts to reclaim their
lost culture and languages.
I begin to earn their trust and become a
friend. I must confess it will take many
years to earn their trust. I have much to
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learn about Aboriginal people, their history, culture and religion in order to get an
understanding of their perspective on contemporary issues.
The aftermath of the discriminatory
policies continues. The memories of the
bad times still remain strong in the minds
of most adults today. The stories of racism
and discrimination have been passed down

from parents to children. This has created
an attitude of mistrust.
Despite their difficulties Aboriginal
people are participating in the life of the
community as doctors, lawyers, academics,
politicians and business entrepreneurs.
Some have a huge respect for missionaries
and their role in their lives. But it will take
decades of friendly service of the good
news to undo the harm caused by centuries
of bad news. ■
Fr. Tom Kessy CSSp is from Tanzania and was
recently elected leader of the Spiritan group
in Australia.

“The land is my backbone…. I only stand
straight, happy, proud and not ashamed
about my colour
because I still
have land. I can
paint, dance,
create and sing
as my ancestors
did before me.”
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Home and Away

Lucien Deiss CSSp
1921 – 2007

“I became a composer almost by accident,” wrote Lucien Deiss. “I used to
do ministry in the little church of Bon Pasteur, close to the seminary. I
wanted the parishioners to sing a lot more, so I formed a Gregorian Chant
choir. But it didn’t work. I realized that the people knew almost nothing of
the Bible, so I decided to try using music to help them memorize its more
important texts.”
So began the composition of more than 460 hymns and canticles which
were translated into many different languages, including Chinese. The
choirs and parishioners that sung his songs were widely international. His
music was extremely popular in the United States. He used to joke that he
was better known there than in France where he grew up and where, apart
from a few years on the staff of the seminary in Brazzaville, he spent all his
years as a Spiritan. Ill health had forced him to return from the Congo. His
death on October 9, 2007 came after a long illness.
In the United States he was awarded the prize for the best pastoral musician of the year in 1992. Some of his
collections of hymns and canticles had a print run of more than five million copies. “I used music to help people
memorize the bible,” he would say.
He traveled widely giving courses in scripture and liturgy as well as retreats in many parts of Africa, Latin
America and Taiwan. He liked nothing better than to share his expertise and enthusiasm with ordinary people
and their pastors. VICS invited him to its summer institute in Toronto in the 1970s.
The church of Vatican II is indebted to this pastoral composer for such hymns and canticles as Keep in
Mind, My Soul is Longing for your Peace, All the Earth, Grant to us O Lord, All you Nations. For nearly fifty
years Lucien continued to set the word of God to music.
The World Library of Sacred Music wrote of him: “His Biblical Hymns and Psalms was the first significant
way that millions of Catholics in North America came to sing the Word of God and treasure it in their hearts.”
On October 13, 2007 his Spiritan confreres and a large number of people joined in singing his beautiful
hymn which had accompanied so many others to their place of rest:
“On the day when the morning star will arise in your heart,
On the day when its glory will shine on you in all its splendour,
On the day when it will wipe away the tears from your eyes,
On that day, face to face, you will see God our Father.”
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Home and Away

Bishop Maurice Piat visits Canada
The Spiritan bishop of Port Louis, Mauritius, Monsignor Maurice
Piat CSSp, visited Toronto from October 5-8, 2007 as part of his
second North American Pastoral Visit to the Mauritian communities on this side of the ocean.
The tour took him from Montreal to Ottawa, Toronto to
Edmonton, Calgary and Vancouver and finally to Washington.
Much of the pastoral visit here was arranged and co-ordinated by
the Emmaus Companions, a Catholic lay group of Mauritians
living in the greater Toronto area.

The Spiritans have a long association with the island of
Mauritius dating from the 19th century and of course our own
Blessed Jacques Laval ministered there for over twenty years until
his death in 1864.
On his first day in Toronto, Bishop Piat dropped into the Spiritans’ Laval House where he met old friends whom he had known in
Mauritius. The following day he gave a full day of reflection to an
eager crowd of Mauritians and the next day bigger crowds congregated at St. Patrick’s Church in downtown Toronto for Sunday
Mass, followed by celebrations and food
which reflected the rich diversity and
culture of the island of Mauritius.
Thanksgiving Monday saw the gathering of hundreds of Mauritians in Scarborough for a fund-raising event hosted
by Trait d’Union Canada-Maurice. Later
that evening, the final stop in Toronto for
Bishop Piat was at the Spiritan formation
house, the Des Places Community, where
the Emmaus Companions had gathered
to celebrate the Eucharist and Canadian
Thanksgiving with their beloved Bishop.

Bishop Maurice Piat with Fr. Paul McAuley and
the Emmaus Companions at the Des Places
Community in Scarborough

Adrian van Kaam CSSp 1920 – 2007
Duquesne Professor, Founder of Institute of Formative Spirituality
Father Adrian van Kaam founded the Institute of Formative
Spirituality in the 1960s. He emphasized how spirituality is
shaped and how faith is to be lived out in daily life.
His understanding of these areas of life was formed as he
smuggled food to Jews in hiding during the Nazi occupation of
Holland in the 1940s. Believing that liberation was imminent, he
went to a retreat in western Holland and was trapped behind
Nazi lines. He hid in a barn, but rounded up food to take to Jews
and others in hiding. There he endured the “hunger winter” of
1944-45, when the Dutch people survived on turnips, potatoes
and toxic tulip bulbs — a starvation diet that permanently
affected his health.
“He believed there are no coincidences, only providences,”
said his long time colleague Susan Muto. “He believed that it was
providential, because of his future mission, that he was catapulted
out of an ivory tower of seminary into the Dutch hunger winter.”
Father van Kaam gained a reputation for helping people apply
their faith to daily life. Appointed to replace a deceased psychology
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professor at Duquesne University in 1954, he protested he
had no psychology degree. He
was sent to get one.
When he founded the Institute of Formative Spirituality he
was inundated with sisters and
priests seeking to reshape their
spirituality after Vatican II.
In 1980 he suffered a near fatal heart attack. Forbidden to do
work of any kind, he begged Dr. Muto to smuggle in a notebook
and a pen. “I cannot rest if I cannot write,” he told her. He
produced The Blessing of a Coronary.
Two years before he died, Father van Kaam told a graduate
student, “Follow your heart. Do not let pressures of careerism,
money-making, or fame and fortune confuse your original ideals
to make a difference in this world and to make it a better place
when you leave it.”
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Wedding at Cana
I lick my lips, taste salt lamb
and herbs mingled with the tang of wine.
Sweat soaks our sleeves
waved as flags, dancing for the bride.
Our handsome groom grins
beneath the canopy —
cups slosh laChaim, heads tip back, cheers.
Flute and drum play on,
while cups slam the table.
No more wine.
I too thirst for more, but
My time has not come
when I go to him, touch his sleeve.
We hover over the jugs,
water stirring as if struck by a hidden gong.
As he murmurs
a pebble drops.
I fed him at my breast.
sucked the poison out of his snakebite,
drew his bath at the well.
I can feel my cells tingling
as if sloughing off snakeskin —
Do as He says.
This new wine is the best we’ve ever tasted,
as rich and red as blood.
It makes us cry
as if tears could wash away the old.
— Katie Marshall Flaherty

